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Formal and lexical semantics can be integrated if they speak the same lan-
guage. We claim that a substantial part of lexical semantics can be incorpo-
rated into formal semantics without adding to the latter any new mechanisms. 
This talk continues the authors’ work on the ontology and the semantics 
of measure constructions in Russian. The work concerns expressions like 
dva stakana moloka, polkorziny gribov, tri meshka muki (two glasses of milk, 
half a basket of mushrooms, three bags of flour), etc., describing various 
kinds of containers, or corresponding measures based on them, and their 
contents—portions of substances. In our previous works, describing onto-
logical information, including sorts of things and the words and expressions 
that designate sorts, we did not include those sorts in our formal seman-
tic analyses. We do that in the present work, declaring sorts as types and 
thereby significantly expanding Montague’s system of types. On the one 
hand this gives us the means for specifying various aspects of the ontology, 
and on the other hand it lets us more fully specify the semantics of the con-
structions under consideration. The substantive goals of this research are, 
in part, to be able to describe and explain co-occurrence constraints and 
ideally to be able to formally distinguish well-formed from ill-formed expres-
sions in this domain.
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1. Introduction

Our Main Thesis
A substantial part of lexical semantics can be incorporated into formal semantics 

without requiring the addition of any new mechanisms to formal semantic theory.

Background
This talk continues the authors’ work on the ontology and the semantics of mea-

sure constructions in Russian1. The work concerns expressions like dva stakana 
moloka ‘two glasses of milk’, polkorziny gribov ‘half a basket of mushrooms’, tri 

1 See Borschev, Partee 1999, 2001a, 2001b, 2011; Partee, Borschev 2010, 2012a, 2012b; and 
also Borschev 2014а, 2014b. For the first author, the background of this work is also con-
nected with works of his late wife L. V. Knorina on the semantics of the genitive construction. 
Some results were reported in Borschev, Knorina 1990.
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meshka muki ‘three bags of flour’, etc., describing various kinds of containers, or cor-
responding measures based on them, which we will call container-measures, and their 
contents—portions of substances.

In our previous works, describing ontological information, including sorts 
of things and the words and expressions that designate sorts, we did not include those 
sorts in our formal semantic analyses. We do that in the present work, declaring sorts 
as types and thereby significantly expanding Montague’s system of types. On the 
one hand this gives us the means for specifying various aspects of the ontology, and 
on the other hand it lets us more fully specify the semantics of the constructions under 
consideration.

The substantive goals of this research are, in part, to be able to describe and 
explain co-occurrence constraints and ideally to be able to formally distinguish well-
formed from ill-formed expressions in this domain.

Examples. A fragment of ontology for the expression of measure

(1)  On vypil dva stakana moloka.
He drank two glass-gen.sg milk-gen.sg
He drank two glasses of milk.

(2)  Voz'mite poltora stakana muki.
Take one-and-a-half glass-gen.sg flour-gen.sg
Take one and a half glasses of flour.

(3)  On prines polkorziny gribov.
He brought half-basket mushroom-gen.pl
He brought half a basket of mushrooms.

(4)  dva puchka rediski
two bunch-gen.sg radish-gen.sg
two bunches of radishes

The examples above contain the genitive measure construction. In the first three, 
the measure is constituted by containers—in this case glasses and baskets; these are 
container-measures. Jars, bags, boxes, etc., can also be used as measures. They can 
be filled—completely or to some degree—with various substances—milk, water, 
flour, mushrooms, etc., and so can serve as a measure of quantity of such substances. 
The contrasting example (4) is a genitive measure construction but does not use 
a container-measure.

Substances are of various sorts—liquids, granular substances, and others. In our 
examples we are concerned with the measuring of portions of substances.

We note that formal semanticists have discussed ontological and semantic com-
monalities in the description of plural entities and mass stuff in natural language; see 
Parsons 1970, Link 1983, Landman 2004. The normal quantity measure for finite plu-
ralities of entities is their cardinality—the number of elements in the corresponding 
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set, which is a whole number (five boys)2, and a normal measure for portions of sub-
stances is their volume3, measured in terms of certain standard portions (two liters 
of milk or one and a half cups of flour), and in this case we find fractional as well 
as whole numbers.

Having taken the quantity of a certain portion as a unit, that is, as a unit of mea-
sure, we can measure portions of substances in those units, for instance in liters 
or in the volume of particular glasses, baskets, and the like, determining how many 
liters (glasses, baskets) or parts thereof are contained in a given portion of substance. 
Therefore with each unit of measure there is a correlated function, defined on portions 
of substances. For example, corresponding to the liter unit we can assign the function 
LITER: if m is a portion of milk, then LITER(m) is a number giving the volume of that 
portion in liters (cf. Landman 2004).

The preceding text could be called a ‘dotted-line outline’ of a fragment of ontol-
ogy for expressions of container-measure. Ontology, within philosophy, is a branch 
of metaphysics that studies what there is and the nature of the basic categories of the 
things that make up the world. The task of natural language metaphysics (Bach 
1986a) is to understand what presuppositions a language makes about how the world 
is structured, and natural language ontology is a part of that task.

Ontology studies the various kinds of existents, and usually includes some clas-
sification of their sorts and types. Glasses (cups), baskets, bags, containers, water, milk, 
flour, liquids, granular matter, substances—these are examples of sorts of entities 
which we have considered in our previous works.

The semantics of expressions of natural languages rests on ontology. The exam-
ples mentioned so far are semantically well-formed, because they rest on an ontologi-
cally correct picture of the world.

Thus in example (1), milk is a liquid, a substance, it can fill a glass, and all glasses 
are containers. And since milk is a liquid, a portion of substance constituting two 
glasses of milk is something that can be drunk.

In an analogical manner the well-formedness of expressions (2) and (3) is based 
on ontology. The bunch of radishes in example (4) is a natural ‘portion’ of radishes; 
one can measure radishes in bunches and count the bunches.

But examples (5–7) below are ontologically ill-formed, or at least doubtful4.

(5)  # On vypil dva stakana muki.
He drank two glass-gen.sg flour-gen.sg
He drank two glasses of flour.

2 Some count nouns denote objects that are divisible: a half of pie, one and a half of an apple. 
Such expressions do not denote simple ‘pluralities’ or ‘sets’, and we do not discuss them here.

3 Portions of substances can also be measured by weight or mass, but we restrict our attention 
here to volume.

4 We use the symbol # to mean ‘anomalous’, without specifying whether the anomaly should 
count as syntactic, semantic, or pragmatic.
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(6)  # dva puchka moloka
two bunch-gen.sg milk-gen.sg
two bunches of milk

(7)  ??On uronil s podnosa poltora stakana moloka.
He dropped from tray one-and-a-half glass-gen.sg milk-gen.sg
He dropped from the tray one and a half glasses of milk.

Dva stakana muki ‘two glasses of flour’ is well-formed: flour, like other particu-
late matter, can be measured in glasses and one can count the corresponding portions. 
So two glasses of flour is a quantity of flour. But flour cannot be drunk5; one can drink 
only liquids.

And example (6) is ill-formed because portions of liquid aren’t the kind of thing 
that can occur in bunches.

Things are somewhat more complex with example (7). One and a half glasses 
of milk is a well-formed expression denoting a portion of milk measuring one and 
a half glasses. But the verb ronjat’ (‘drop’) does not apply to portions of substance, 
but to objects. For a liquid an appropriate verb would be prolit’ (‘spill’). And on a tray, 
we carry objects, not (directly) portions of liquid. And while portions of matter can 
be measured in fractional container-measures—one and a half glasses, half a bas-
ket, etc., normal objects are counted with whole numbers. Half of a portion of milk 
is also a portion of milk, but half a chair is not a chair and half a glass is not a glass. 
Hence one cannot drop one and a half glasses of milk from a tray.

Our task here is to formally describe a fragment of the ontology of natu-
ral language on which the semantics of measure expressions depends. We aim 
to do that by giving a semantics that assigns suitable meanings for semantically 
well-formed expressions and accounts for the anomaly of semantically ill-formed 
expressions.

Our larger goal is to show that this can be done with the tools of formal semantics 
if we include in formal semantics at least a certain part of lexical semantics.

2. Formal Semantics

Formal semantics of natural language is historically associated with the name 
of R. Montague. Montague showed that the syntax and semantics of natural language 
can be described using the tools developed by logicians for the formal description 
of their formal languages. These methods give a model-theoretic semantic interpreta-
tion of syntactic structures, obeying the principle of compositionality. The tools for 

5 We return at the very end to the question of whether the prohibition on drinking flour 
is really a matter of semantic ill-formedness; one can argue against that idea from the well-
formedness of expressions like “one cannot drink flour”, which are completely well-formed 
and understandable and which have “drink flour” as a subpart. But for now we treat (4) 
as semantically ill-formed.
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such formal description have been greatly extended in the last forty years by the co-
operative efforts of linguists, logicians, and philosophers of language.

Over the last forty-plus years formal semantics has become (especially in the 
West) the mainstream approach to semantic research.

But especially in the beginnings, formal semantics by no means described the 
whole semantics of natural language. Montague did not try to describe lexical seman-
tics, considering that a more empirical task. Montague's semantics can be reasonably 
characterized as the semantics of syntax (Paducheva's term).

Formal semanticists are always thinking about compositionality, how the mean-
ing of a sentence (or any other complex expression) is built up from the meanings of its 
parts. And on the one hand, this requires having some ideas about the meanings of the 
smallest parts—words and morphemes—because they form the starting point for se-
mantic composition. So formal semantics needs some kind of lexical semantics to start 
from. The bare minimum is to make some assumptions about the nature of lexical 
meanings and not make any specific claims about any particular lexical meanings—
that was Montague’s strategy, since he had neither the interest nor the competence 
to address empirical matters of lexical semantics. He limited himself to trying to fig-
ure out the “semantic type” of various classes of lexical items, and the actual seman-
tics for certain key ‘logical words’.

Montague’s framework uses two basic types: e and t, and every model includes 
two basic domains, De and Dt, the set of all ‘entities’ of the given model and the set 
of truth values (normally1 and 0.) ‘Entity’ here is considered in the broadest pos-
sible way, including ordinary objects as well as numbers, colors, wars—anything 
a language has names for. (Semanticists have sometimes added additional basic 
types, for instance for events or situations, for moments or intervals of time, for 
degrees (used in the semantics of comparatives and other degree modification), for 
numbers.)

Starting from the basic types, a hierarchy (tower) of functional types is con-
structed: <e,t>, <e,e>, <<e,t>, t> etc. The type <a,b> corresponds to the domain 
D<a,b>, the set of all functions f from domain Da to domain Db.

With this hierarchy of types, Montague has a framework for an important part 
of the ontology of natural language, namely providing semantic values for expressions 
of all sorts of syntactic categories, including everything from nouns, verbs and adjec-
tives to adverbs, declarative and interrogative sentences, embedded propositions, etc. 
And since the most basic way that expressions combine semantically is by function-
argument application, this simple type structure characterizes which expressions 
can combine with which others. Within this relatively simple ontology he is thus able 
to capture the “semantics of syntax.”

Since its beginnings around 1970, there has been a great deal of work in for-
mal semantics, including work that brings formal semantics and lexical semantics to-
gether. We have already mentioned some of the work of Parsons, Link, and Landman. 
We also note the work of E. Bach (Bach 1986a, 1986b) on natural language metaphys-
ics. There are many other works which have extended formal semantics by including 
more lexical semantics and making use of ontological specifications, including Dowty 
1979, Kamp and Partee 1995, Pustejovsky 1995.
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3. What’s New in This Paper?

Building on our previous work, we refine our earlier semantics for measure 
constructions in Russian, adding ontological information. Technically this is accom-
plished by unifying the notions of type and sort: the sorts to which words and phrases 
belong become types and are added to the hierarchy of types. This radically increases 
the collection of types, and a significant part of lexical semantics immediately be-
comes part of formal semantics.

So for the measure expressions which are considered in this work, we intro-
duce new basic types for different kinds of containers and portions of substance: 
glass, basket, …, container, and also milk, water, flour, … , liquid, granul_subst, 
pourable_subst.

For these types we introduce the corresponding domains Dglass, Dbasket, Dcontainer, 
and likewise Dmilk, Dwater, Dflour, …, Dliquid, Dgranul_subst, Dpourable_subst, etc.

The domain Dglass is the set of all glasses, Dbasket is the set of all baskets, and Dcon-

tainer is the set of all containers, including all glasses, baskets, etc. So every glass is in-
cluded in the domain corresponding to the type glass, every basket similarly corre-
sponds to the type basket, and both glasses and baskets also correspond to the type 
container; Dcontainer = Dglass ∪ Dbasket ∪ Dbag ∪ … .

Formally all the domains we have just identified are subsets of the domain De and 
are picked out by characteristic functions from De to Dt, the same kinds of functions 
that correspond to one-place predicates of entities. Thus the domain Dglass is formally 
defined by the predicate glass of type <e,t>, whose characteristic function from 
De to Dt yields the value 1 (true) for all glasses and 0 (false) for all other entities in De.

In some sense the opposite may be true: in our linguistic consciousness the do-
main De is probably a generalization that is derived from its more familiar subdomains.

The situation with substances is analogous. So the domain Dmilk, corresponding 
to the type milk, consists of all portions of milk; the corresponding characteristic 
function is milk: De → Dt, yielding the value 1 for all portions of milk. And to the 
type liquid there corresponds the domain Dliquid, consisting of all portions of liquid, 
and of course Dmilk ⊂ Dliquid ⊂ Dpourable_subst. In exactly the same way we have Dflour ⊂ 
Dgranul_subst ⊂ Dpourable_subst, since both liquids and granular substances are pourable sub-
stances. The domains Dliquid and Dgranul_subst do not intersect. These are all parts of the 
naive ontology that makes up part of the naive metaphysics of every language user.

Following Landman 2004 we also introduce type r as the type of real numbers, 
and the corresponding domain Dr.

From the “new” basic types, as well as the basic types e and t, we build the hi-
erarchy of types. And we will consider functions whose arguments and values fall 
within these domains.

Now we can say that the already mentioned function constant LITER belongs 
to the type <pourable_subst, r>, denoting a function in the domain D<pourable_subst, 

r>, i.e., Dpourable_subst → Dr. Given the natural partial order among sorts of substances, 
the function LITER is defined not only on for arguments in the domain Dpourable_subst, 
but also on the domains Dmilk и Dliquid, and also on the domain Dgranul_subst, but it is not 
defined on bunches of radishes. In general when we assign a type <a,b> to a lexical 
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item, the function that is the semantic value of that lexical item will be defined only 
for arguments in domains that have a non-empty intersection with Da.

Two Observations
1.  In introducing new types, relations among them, and certain functions de-

fined on them, we obtain the means for describing a fragment of the ontology 
of natural language.

2.  Our modifications to the system create multi-sorted models, that is, models 
in which there are many basic domains. Multi-sorted systems are introduced 
in order to delimit the domains of definedness of functions6, as for instance 
in our example function LITER.

4. Examples

In Partee, Borschev 2012b we described the semantics of the expressions dva 
litra moloka ‘two liters of milk’ and dva stakana moloka ‘two glasses of milk’. Here 
we show how that description is modified when we make use of the new types intro-
duced here.

Dva litra moloka ‘two liters of milk’
First we present the syntactic structure of the expression in tree form.

(8)  NP

MEASURE PHRASE NPSUBSTANCE

NUMBER UNIT OF MEASURE

dva litra moloka

Let us begin with litra. We introduced above a constant LITER of type <e,r>, 
more precisely <pourable_subst, r>, denoting a function that maps a portion of any 
‘pourable substance’ onto a number that gives its volume in liters. For the use of litr 
in the genitive of measure construction, as it occurs in (8), we make use of a derived 
function constant LITER2 defined in terms of LITER. LITER2 takes a number n as argu-
ment and returns a predicate modifier, a function that can apply to the semantic value 

6 An alternative way to delimit the domains of functions is to introduce presuppositional con-
ditions in the definition of the particular function, so that the function is restricted to apply-
ing to only a subpart of the domain specified by its type. Such stipulated restriction on the 
domain can be used for restrictions other than sortal ones. We leave comparison of these 
approaches for future research.
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of the NP moloka to return a predicate true of anything which is a portion of milk 
and has a volume of n liters, letting us express so-and-so many liters of such-and-such 
substance.

Definition: LITER2 = λn [λP [λx [(LITER(x) = n) & P(x)]]].

Here the first argument, n, of LITER2 is a variable of type r over numbers; the sec-
ond argument, P, is of type <e,t>. Because the original function LITER is defined only 
for entities of type e that are furthermore of type pourable_subst, and since accord-
ing to the formula in the definition of LITER2, P must apply to x, which is also an argu-
ment of LITER in the same formula, the only admissible values for P will be properties 
that can hold of an entity x which is of the type pourable_subst.

In terms of Montague’s basic type structure (assuming that numbers are a subset 
of entities), the type of the variable n above is e, the type of P is <e,t>, and the type 
of x is e. The type of the whole formula to the right of the = sign, and hence of LITER2, 
is <e, <<e,t>, <e,t>>>: it maps an entity (a number) onto a function from properties 
to properties.

Using our enriched type system that includes sortal information, we can specify 
the types of n, P, and x more narrowly. We have already noted that n is of type r. 
As a result of the constraints imposed by LITER, we can determine that any admis-
sible value for x in the formula must be of the type pourable_subst (or some subtype 
thereof; what LITER tells us is that any value of x must be of a type that is compatible 
with the type pourable_subst). And since, as noted above, P must apply to that x, any 
admissible value for P must be of type <pourable_subst, t>. We thus derive that the 
more fine-grained type of LITER2, is <r, <<pourable_subst, t>, <pourable_subst, 
t>>>: it maps a number onto a function from properties of pourable substances 
to properties of pourable substances, letting us express so-and-so many liters of such-
and-such substance.

Below we spell out the semantic derivation for the expression dva litra moloka.

(i) litr: litr2: Type <r, <<pourable_subst, t>, <pourable_subst, t>>> 
Meaning: LITER2 = λn [λP [λx [(LITER(x) = n) & P(x)]]]

(ii) dva: Type r. Meaning: 2.
(iii) dva litra: Type <<pourable_subst, t>,<pourable_subst, t>> 

Meaning: λP [λx [(LITER(x) = 2) & P(x)]]
(iv) moloka: Type <milk,t>. Meaning: milk
(v) dva litra moloka: Type <milk,t>. 

Meaning: λP [λx [(LITER(x) = 2) & P(x)]] (milk) =λx [(LITER(x) = 2) & milk (x)]

Note that according to line (iii), any admissible argument of dva litra must 
be of the type <pourable_subst, t>. Since milk is a subtype of pourable_subst, 
moloka is an admissible argument for dva litra.

How do we determine that the sort, or type, of the result has the more narrow 
specification <milk,t> rather than the more inclusive sort <pourable_subst, t>? 
That follows from the fact that the interpretation of the result includes the subformula 
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milk (x); therefore any admissible value of x in the interpretation of dva litra moloka 
must satisfy the more restrictive constraint that it be of sort milk and not merely the 
constraint imposed by the subformula “LITER(x) = 2” that it be of sort <pourable_
subst, t>.

And note, as we will illustrate below, that if the sortal restrictions imposed by the 
two subformulas were not compatible, the whole expression would be semantically 
ill-formed.

Dva stakana moloka ‘two glasses of milk’
In Partee, Borschev 2012b we examined several variants of the semantics of this 

expression, relating them by some container-specific meaning-shifting rules. Here, 
because the shifting rules are not our center of interest, we will apply our sortal ap-
proach to just one of them—what we called the “Ad Hoc Measure” reading, in which 
a concrete glass of arbitrary size is used to provide a unit of measure (stakanAHM1 in the 
terminology of the cited work).

In that interpretation, the word stakan has undergone a lexical shift—it denotes 
not some concrete glass c, but a unit of measure of substances, corresponding to the 
volume of a portion of substance that would fill this concrete glass c and analogous 
to other units like liter and pint.

Just as with LITER, and with any term for a unit of measure for measuring volumes 
of substances, we will have both a basic function denoted by STAKANAHM and a deriva-
tive term STAKANAHM2 that will be used in the genitive of measure construction.

STAKANAHM: Type <pourable_subst,r>. Meaning: the denotation of STAKANAHM 
is a function from Dpourable_subst to Dr corresponding to some concrete glass c, such that 
if m is a portion of substance, then STAKANAHM(m) is the volume of m measured 
in terms of glass c.

The derived STAKANAHM2 used in the genitive construction has an argument 
structure like that of LITER2, letting us express so-and-so many glasses of such-and-
such substance:

STAKANAHM2 = λn [λP [λx [(STAKANAHM
 (x) = n) & P(x)]]].

And the semantic derivation for an expression like dva stakana moloka for an ar-
bitrary glass is completely analogous to the semantic derivation for the expression dva 
litra moloka.

(i) stakan: stakanAHM2: Type <r, <<pourable_subst, t>, <pourable_subst, t>>> 
Meaning: STAKANAHM2 = λn [λP [λx [(СТАКАНAHM

 (x) = n) & P(x)]]]. 
(ii) dva: Type r. Meaning: 2.
(iii) dva stakana: Type <<pourable_subst, t> ,<pourable_subst, t>> 

Meaning: λP [λx [(STAKANAHM
 (x) = 2) & P(x)]].

(iv) moloka: Type <milk,t>. Meaning: milk
(v)  dva stakana moloka: Type <milk,t>. 

Meaning: λP [λx [(STAKANAHM
 (x) = 2) & P(x)]](milk) =  

λx [(STAKANAHM
 (x) = 2) & milk (x)].
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Dva stakana (kakoj-to) gadosti ‘two glasses of (some) filth’
Gadost’ is an evaluative word, and like English filth, or nasty stuff, it can be ap-

plied to things and stuff and happenings of the most varied sorts. Someone can speak 
gadost’ to us, or do gadost’ to us; a movie or a situation can be called gadost’, etc. 
In the genitive of measure construction in example (9), the ‘filth’ must be understood 
as some substance which can be measured by the glassful and can be drunk, hence 
some liquid; that follows from the sortal requirements of the other parts of the con-
struction and the semantics of the construction.

(9)  On vypil dva stakana (kakoj-to) gadosti.
He drank two glass-gen.sg (some-kind-of-gen.sg) filth-gen.sg
He drank two glasses of (some sort of) filth.

We start with a minimal Montagovian representation of the interpretation 
of gadost’ as a predicate filth’, and assign to it the inclusive predicate type <e,t>, since 
evaluative predicates do not generally have sortal restrictions. All we need to know 
for this example is that the type for gadost’ has a non-empty intersection with the 
types <pourable_subst, t> and <liquid, t>.

Then the semantic derivation for the expression dva stakana (kakoj-to) gadosti 
will be similar to that of the expression dva stakana moloka, differing only in when and 
how the semantic type of the result is determined. The first three lines, (i)-(iii), which 
just concern dva stakana, will be identical, so we just provide steps (iv) and (v) below.

(iv) gadosti: Type <e, t>. Meaning: filth'
(v)  dva stakana (kakoj-to) gadosti: Type <pourable_subst, t>. 

Meaning: λP [λx [(STAKANAHM
 (x) = 2) & P(x)]] (filth’) = 

λx [(STAKANAHM
 (x) = 2) & filth’ (x)]

The type of the whole expression results from the restrictions imposed on the type 
of admissible values of x by the type of СТАКАНAHM. Since filth’ imposes no sortal re-
strictions of its own, the restrictions imposed by СТАКАНAHM determine the final result.

5. Anomalous Examples

Let us once more contrast the “well-formed” and “ill-formed” examples from 
the Introduction. The expression dva stakana moloka from example (1) On vypil dva 
stakana moloka ‘He drank two glasses of milk’ can describe some portion of milk and 
is of type <milk, t>. The verb vypit’ (drink) is defined for direct objects of the type 
liquid. The whole expression will require that what was drunk is both of type liquid 
and of type milk (because in the derivation of the meaning some e-type variable x will 
occur both as an argument of vypit’ ‘drink’ and as an argument of the predicate milk. 
And since milk is a subtype of liquid, that is consistent.

The expression dva stakana muki ‘two glasses of flour’ in example (5) is of type 
<flour, t>, the intersection of types <flour, t> and <pourable_subst, t>. But 
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<flour, t>, which is a subtype of <granul_subst,t>, is disjoint from the type <liq-
uid, t>, and hence inadmissible as an argument of vypit’ ‘drink’. As a result, example 
(5) is semantically anomalous.

Example (6) (Dva pučka moloka ‘two bunches of milk’) is anomalous because 
pučok 'bunch’ is not a unit of measure for portions of liquid, of type <liquid,t>.

Analogously, example (7) (??On uronil s podnosa poltora stakana moloka 
‘He dropped from the tray one and a half glasses of milk’) is anomalous, or at least 
doubtful, since uronit’ is restricted (in its literal uses) to solid objects and does not 
apply to portions of liquid—arguments of type <liquid,t>. And while stakan in its 
most basic use is a solid object, and some uses of stakan moloka do refer to the glass 
together with its contents (see Partee, Borschev 2012b), on those uses glasses can only 
be counted with whole numbers. When stakan has a measure interpretation as in (7), 
it can be measured in fractional numbers, but then the sort of the whole expression 
is <pour_subst, t>, not <solid_entity, t>. So it is impossible or nearly so to impose 
a consistent typing on the whole sentence in example (7).

One interesting complication, mentioned briefly in a footnote above, is that the 
restrictions we have explored hold for normal non-modal affirmative sentences. But 
in modal, interrogative, negative, and fictional contexts, these constraints do not al-
ways hold. Sentences like (10) and the English example (11) (from Thomason 1972) 
are fully acceptable.

(10)  Vrjad li on mog vypit’ dva stakana muki.
Hardly he could drink-pf two glass-gen.sg flour-gen.sg
It's doubtful that he could drink two glasses of flour.

(11) It is not true that The Painted Desert is reluctant.

These sentences contain subparts which we have analyzed as sortally incorrect. 
The conclusion should probably be that we want to use sortal information to explain 
the anomaly of the anomalous examples, but we do not want the semantic deriva-
tions to be impossible; we need the grammar to be able to generate the anomalous 
examples and the semantics to interpret them, so that they are available to be embed-
ded under modals, negation, etc. Such examples, as Thomason argued, put some con-
straints on the nature of the explanation of sortal incorrectness. Making sort theory 
an extension of type theory, as we have done here, may in the end not be the best way 
to incorporate ontological information into the semantics.

* * *

We note in closing that even for the small fragment of ontology that we have 
considered here, the work is by far not complete. It is obvious that there are many and 
varied problems that arise. Words and expressions can belong to several types at once; 
one needs a mechanism for describing regular metonymy, metaphor, and other 
kinds of semantic shifts; the distinctions between words that belong to “ordinary” 
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ontological sorts and words like the evaluative gadost’ ‘filth’ need to be studied; and 
there are many other problems.

These and other problems are beginning to receive greater discussion in works 
aimed at the integration of lexical and formal semantics. Interesting work of this sort 
is also going on in the context of advances in computational semantics. One can hope 
that with solutions to these problems and further such advances, formal semantics 
can progress from being the semantics of syntax to being a more complete semantics 
of natural language.
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